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Paula Bermann
Voorheen was dit in Leiden een feestdag. Nu wacht men op de bevrijding, en we
worden er gedeprimeerd en afgemat van. Het was de hele week koud en
regenachtig, en beneden hebben ze de kachel al aan, wij zaten met jassen aan en
met dekens om ons heen, maar vandaag is het een heldere herfstdag met veel
zon. Napels is vrij, vrijdag marcheerden de geallieerden de stad binnen. De
Duitsers hebben alles verwoest, zullen ze over een paar weken voor de poorten
van Rome staan? Blazen ze ook de Eeuwige Stad op? De paus staat machteloos,
waar blijft de hulp van gebeden, en waarom doet hij Hitler, Mussolini en alle
andere schuldigen niet in de ban? Het is angst of te grote mildheid, maar
goedheid in deze tijd helpt niet.
Gisteren zijn negentien jonge mensen gefusilleerd, waarschijnlijk om de moorden
te wreken op NSB-politieagenten, op generaal Seyffardt, op Posthuma. Er was
een Joodse student bij, Frijda, die mijn man kende. Hopelijk zijn zijn ouders niet
meer in Amsterdam om deze vreselijke gebeurtenis mee te maken. Ook de
vrouwelijke moordenaar op de Utrechtse commissaris Kerlen is opgepakt. Ze
zeggen dat ze een halve Jodin is, Van Lier geheten. Is het werkelijk zo?
Propaganda natuurlijk. Bij de negentien gefusilleerden zaten drie Boissevains,
twee waren broers, vreselijk.
Ik kon niet slapen, steeds zag ik die arme mensen voor me en de ouders, de
vrouwen. Wat is een mensenleven waard? Het idee dat een kind wordt
doodgeschoten en te bedenken wat zich heeft afgespeeld tot het einde kwam, de
laatste uren, ogenblikken. Daarom zit ik steeds zo in angst om Hans, want Joden

nemen ze er altijd bij, om het even of ze schuldig zijn of niet.
Ik zie alles donker in, hoewel het aan de fronten goed gaat, vooral aan het
Russische front. De laatste dagen gaat het wat langzamer. Kiev is nog niet
bevrijd. Duitsland werd deze week vaak gebombardeerd. Vanuit Italië is ZuidDuitsland nu gemakkelijk te bereiken, en München werd twee keer
gebombardeerd, een keer overdag en vannacht. Ook Hannover, Emden,
Braunschweig, Hagen (Westfalen). Hoe hard het ook klinkt, toch geloof ik dat
deze oorlog alleen door bombardementen kan worden beslist, in een invasie in het
Westen geloof ik niet.
Ik dacht dat Inge dit weekeinde zou komen, en sinds gisteren luister ik scherp
naar elke voetstap, maar tevergeefs. Misschien volgende week. Zo leef je van
week tot week, eindeloos lang en geen sprankje hoop. Nog nooit was ik zo
afgemat, ik ben geprikkeld, en mijn man en ik kunnen dikwijls niets van elkaar
hebben. En toch moet je. Ons kind is ook vaak humeurig, verveelt zich, maar ze
houdt zich tamelijk goed. Maar haar natuur is veranderd. Uit het kind dat graag
leerde, ontwikkelde zich een modern meisje dat heel andere ideeën heeft
gekregen. Ze wil zich na de oorlog uitleven, zegt ze. Vindt ze haar weg weer als
ze bij vroegere gelijkgezinden is?
Morgen eindigt de zomertijd, dan zitten we om zes uur in het donker. Vorig jaar
konden we al om zes uur beneden komen, maar nu moeten we tot negen uur
boven blijven. De mensen zijn bang! Geen wonder, als ze dit hadden voorzien, dan
waren ze nooit aan het waagstuk begonnen, want het is en blijft een risico. De
enige troost is dat ze levens redden, en verder speelt de pecunia ook een rol. Ze
krijgen geld en dat gun ik de mensen. Tussen hen en ons blijft de relatie goed. We
stellen geen eisen, zijn snel tevreden, leven teruggetrokken, en dat ene uur dat
we in de familiekring zijn, brengen we door met lezen. Ik ben traag geworden,
geen beweging, altijd zitten. Je wordt dik zonder dat je veel vet en boter krijgt.
Ach, ik zou graag werken. Ik deed het vroeger zo graag, van ’s ochtends tot ’s
avonds was ik in de weer, en nu? Steeds zitten, ’s morgens een beetje werken in
de kamer, de afwas, maar de dag is lang.
Mijn Duitse schoonzusje Klara was jarig op 30 september, leeft ze nog?
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Research programs
Achievements
From 1979 till 1994(5) the chair of (biophysical) plant physiology at the
Wageningen Agricultural University (since 2000 renamed as Wageningen
University and Research (WUR)) has focused its research primarily on the
interaction of plants with light as a source of energy (photosynthesis) and of
information (photomorphogenesis), with special emphasis on the molecular, (bio)physical and (eco-) physiological aspects thereof. After the merging in 1993 of
the till then existing two physiological departments in the new department of
Plant Physiology, the emphasis of the chair has become limited mainly to the field
of photosynthesis. Research on photomorphogenesis) is now continuing within the
research theme Regulation and Differentiation.
Research projects on photosynthesis have been:
Electrogenesis, energy trapping and energy coupling in chloroplasts.
The chloroplast is a perfect model of a photoelectric energy transducer. Changes
in the photocurrent profiles (amplitude, rate constant) caused by single turnover
or continuous energisation point amongst others to changes in conductance of
longitudinal lumenal and stromal phases of the intensity folded thylakoid
membrane system. They are found to be accompanied by changes of the internal
chloroplast structure as concluded from EM micrographs. The dynamic properties
of the thylakoid are apparently of importance for spatial distribution of generated
currents and consequently for the bioenergetic performance of the plastid.
Transit sequence-triggered responses in chloroplast envelope membranes
The project aims at getting information on the nature of the membrane responses
that are associated with and/or involved in the recognition and following
translocation of the precursor across the envelope.
Photosystem II of photosynthesis in chloroplasts
Photosystem II not only selectively senses but also adapts efficiently to
environmental stressors. Study of photometric properties of PSII in vivo
(fluorescence, luminescence, absorption) offers a sensitive means to study the
impact of and defensive strategies of plants against environmental factors
(coordinated by Dr. J.J.S. van Rensen)

UV-B interaction with plants
Research focusses on three aspects of this interaction (i) identification of
protective mechanisms,(ii) elucidation of the role of protective mechanisms in
plant and ecosystem productivity, and (iii) PSII as a target for UV-B radiation

Regulation of photosynthesis in vivo
Modelling of photosynthetic light- and dark reactions and their feed-back
interactions is used as a means to simulate the potential and time response of
energy production Photosynthetic energy conversion in phytoplankton
The efficiency of photosynthesis, as measured with chlorophyll fluorescence, is
documented to be a good measure for the efficiency of CO2-uptake or O2production in (a population of) marine algae and cyanobacteria. (coordinated by
Dr J.F.H. Snel)
Current Research and Prospects
After the expiration of the chair of plant physiology (physical aspects) in 1998 the
biophysical research on the key role of the photosynthetic membrane in primary
and secondary energy conversion reactions is continued on a free lance basis (socalled 0.0 appointment) and carried out in cooperation with the biophysical
research groups in Moscow (Alexander Bulychev) and in Trebon ( Ondrej Prasil)
and Novy Hrady (Lada Nedbal).
Renewed focusing on fluorescence measurements and techniques has been (re)started by me in the late 90’s when photocurrent measurements with single
turnover excitations in dark adapted intact chloroplasts showed evidence for
photo-electrochemical control of the fluorescence yield of photosystem II
(Bioelectrochemistry 54, 2001, 157-168). A new theoretical three-state trapping
model (TSTM) of PS II was developed and applied to allow quantitative analysis of
fluorescence (and photo-electrical) behavior in intact leaves, for which current
‘classic’ views, models and interpretations are inadequate. TSTM can do the job
properly with relevant physical and physiological parameters. The model is
described extensively in chapter 6 in the handbook ‘Çhlorophyll fluorescence: a
signature of photosynthesis’ (eds. Govindjee and George C. Papageorgiou),
Springer Dordrecht, the Netherlands (see Bibliography).
Using twin single turnover flashes (TTFs) we have found that the fluorescence
increase in plant choroplasts induced by the first twin-partner is followed by an
increase of approx. similar size when the second partner is applied within 30 to
100 µs after the first one. The amplitude of the twin response, the maximum of

which corresponds with Fv/Fm ~ 0.8, shows a pronounced 4-periodic oscillation
associated with the 4-step oxidation of water in the Kok cycle (S states) and
titrates with a life time of a trapping competent state of 200 to 300 µs.
Our results demonstrate that PSII acts as a two photon trapping entity This has
far-reaching consequences for current views on so called intersystem energy
transfer (connectivity) between PSII units and on PSII heterogeneities with
amongst others characteristics and properties of functional PSUs different in
antenna size or electron transport activity. It is anticipated that double excitonand electron trapping in PSII is advantageous for the plant. It serves the
depression of electron transport in QB-nonreducing RCs, associated with
electrochemically coupled proton transport, by an increased electron trapping
efficiency in these centers (see Bibliography).
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Lost
Homelands,
Imaginary
Returns – The Exilic Literature Of
Iranian And Iraqi Jews
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Sassoon Semah
When I first contemplated my participation in the “Moments of
Silence” conference, I wondered to what extent the question of the Arab Jew
/Middle Eastern Jew merits a discussion in the context of the Iran- Iraq War. After
all, the war took place in an era when the majority of Jews had already departed
from both countries, and it would seem of little relevance to their displaced lives.
Yet, apart from the war’s direct impact on the lives of some Jews, a number of
texts have engaged the war, addressing it from within the authors’ exilic
geographies where the war was hardly visible. And, precisely because these texts
were written in contexts of official silencing of the Iran-Iraq War, their

engagement of the war is quite striking. For displaced authors in the United
States, France, and Israel, the Iran-Iraq War became a kind of a return vehicle to
lost homelands, allowing them to vicariously be part of the events of a
simultaneously intimate and distant geography. Thus, despite their physical
absence from Iraq and Iran, authors such as Nissim Rejwan, Sami Michael,
Shimon Ballas, and Roya Hakakian actively participate in the multilingual spaces
of Iranian and Iraqi exilic literature. Here I will focus on the textual role of war in
the representation of multi-faceted identities, themselves shaped by the historical
aftermath of wars, encapsulated in memoirs and novels about Iraq and Iran, and
written in languages that document new stops and passages in the authors’
itineraries of belonging.
What does it mean, in other words, to write about Iran not in Farsi but in French,
especially when the narrative unfolds largely in Iran and not in France? What is
the significance of writing a Jewish Iranian memoir, set in Tehran, not in Farsi but
in English? What are the implications of writing a novel about Iraq, not in Arabic,
but in Hebrew, in relation to events that do not involve Iraqi Jews in Israel but
rather take place in Iraq, events spanning the decades after most Jews had
already departed en masse? How should we understand the representation of
religious/ethnic minorities within the intersecting geographies of Iraq and
Iran when the writing is exercised outside of the Iran-Iraq War geography in
languages other than Arabic and Farsi? By conveying a sense of fragmentation
and dislocation, the linguistic medium itself becomes both metonym and
metaphor for a highly fraught relation to national and regional belonging. This
chapter, then, concerns the tension, dissonance, and discord embedded in the
deployment of a non-national language (Hebrew) and a non-regional language
(English or French) to address events and the interlocutions about them that
would normally unfold in Farsi and Arabic, but where French, English, and
Hebrew stand in, as it were, for those languages. More broadly, the chapter
also concerns the submerged connections between Jew and Muslim in and outside
of the Middle East, as well as the cross-border “looking relations” between the
spaces of the Middle East. Writing under the dystopic sign of war and violent
dislocation, this exilic literature performs an exercise in ethnic, religious, and
political relationality, pointing to a textual desire pregnant with historical
potentialities.
The Linguistic Inscription of Exile

The linguistic medium itself, in these texts, reflexively highlights violent
dislocations from the war zone. For the native speakers of Farsi and Arabic the
writing in English, French, or Hebrew is itself a mode of exile, this time linguistic.
At the same time if English (in the case of Roya Hakakian and Nissim Rejwan),
French (Marjane Satrapi), and Hebrew (Sami Michael and Shimon Ballas) have
also become their new symbolic home idioms. In these instances, the reader has
to imagine the Farsi in and through the English and the French, or the Arabic
in and through the Hebrew. Written in the new homeland, in an “alien” language,
these memoirs and novels cannot fully escape the intertextual layers bequeathed
by the old homeland language, whether through terms for cuisine, clothing, or
state laws specifically associated with Iran and Iraq. The new home language, in
such instances, becomes a disembodied vehicle where the lexicon of the old home
is no longer fluently translated into the language of the new home—as though
the linguistic “cover” is lifted. In this sense, the dislocated memoir or
novel always-already involves a tension between the diegetic world of the text and
the language of an “other” world that mediates the diegetic world.
Such exilic memoirs and novels are embedded in a structural paradox that
reflexively evokes the author’s displacement in the wake of war. The dissonance,
however, becomes accentuated when the “cover language” belongs to an “enemy
country,” i.e., Israel/Hebrew, or United States/English. The untranslated Farsi or
Arabic appears in the linguistic zone of English or Hebrew to relate not merely an
exilic narrative, but a meta-narrative of exilic literature caught in-between
warring geographies.

Figure 2.1. The recusatio in
Persepolis. Image courtesy of

Marjane Satrapi, The Complete
Persepolis (Pantheon, 2007), p. 142.
Roya Hakakian’s Journey from the Land of No: A Girlhood Caught
in Revolutionary Iran and Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis both tell a coming-of-age
story set during the period of the Iranian Revolution, partially against the
backdrop of the Iran-Iraq War. Written by an Iranian of Muslim background
(Satrapi) and by an Iranian of Jewish background (Hakakian), both memoirs are
simultaneously marked by traumatic memories as well as by longing for the
departed city—Tehran. Although the Jewish theme forms a minor element in
Persepolis, Satrapi’s graphic memoir does stage a meaningful moment for the
Muslim protagonist in relation to her Jewish friend, Neda Baba-Levy. More
specifically, it treats a moment during the Iran-Iraq War when Iraqi scud missiles
are raining down on Tehran, and where neighborhood houses are reduced to
rubble, including the house of the Baba-Levy family. While forming only a very
brief reference in the film adaptation, the chapter in the memoir, entitled “The
Shabbat,” occupies a significant place in the narrative. Marjane goes out to shop
and hears a falling bomb. She runs back home and sees that the houses at the end
of her street are severely damaged. When her mother emerges from their home,
Marjane realizes that while her own house is not damaged, Neda’s is. At that
moment, Marjane hopes that Neda is not home, but soon she remembers that it
is the Shabbat. As her mother pulls Marjane away from the wreckage, she notices
Neda’s turquoise bracelet. Throughout her graphic novel, Satrapi does display
“graphic” images, showing, for example, the torture of her beloved uncle by the
Shah’s agents and then by the Islamicist revolutionaries who later execute him.
Here, however, the Neda incident triggers a refusal to show what is being
expressed in words. After the destruction, Satrapi writes: “I saw a turquoise
bracelet. It was Neda’s. Her aunt had given it to her for her fourteenth birthday.
The bracelet was still attached to . . . I do not know what..” The image illustrates
the hand of little Marjane covering her mouth. In the next panel, she covers
her eyes, but there is no caption. The following final panel has a black image with
the caption: “No scream in the world could have relieved my suffering and my
anger.”[i]
Of special interest here is precisely the refusal to show, a device referred to in the
field of rhetoric as recusatio, i.e., the refusal to speak or mention something while
still hinting at it in such a way as to call up the image of exactly what is being

denied. In Persepolis it also constitutes the refusal to show something iconically,
in a medium—the graphic memoir—essentially premised, by its very definition, on
images as well as words. Marjane recognizes the bracelet, but nothing
reminiscent of her friend’s hand, while her own hand serves to hide her mouth,
muffling a possible scream. In intertextual terms, this image recalls an iconic
painting in art history, Edvard Munch’s The Scream.
While the expressionistic painting has the face of a woman taken over by a large
screaming mouth, here, Persepolis has the mouth covered; it is a moment of
silencing the scream. Satrapi represses—not only visually but also verbally—the
words that might provide the context for the image, i.e., what Roland Barthes
calls the “anchorage” or the linguistic message or caption that disciplines and
channels and the polysemy or “many-meaningedness” of the image.[ii] In this
case, the caption also reflects a recusatio, in that no scream could express what
she is seeing and feeling. As a result, there is a double silence, the verbal silence
and the visual silence implied by the hand on the mouth, and then by the hands on
the eyes culminating in the black frame image. The final black panel conveys
Marjane’s subjective point of view of not seeing, blinded as it were by the
horrifying spectacle of war.
Moving from a panel deprived of words to a panel deprived of image, the device
goes against the grain of the very medium that forms the vehicle of this graphic
memoir. Here, Persepolis evinces a refusal to be graphic in both a verbal and
visual sense. We find complementary refusals: one panel gives us the image of a
hand over face, of a speechless protagonist where the caption relays her thoughts
at the traumatic site of her friend’s bracelet; another gives us covered eyes but
withholds the text; and yet another offers no image at all, but gives us a text that
relays the impossibility, even the futility, of a scream to alleviate her suffering and
anger. The panel that speaks of Neda’s hand shows Marjane’s hand, thus
suggesting a textual / visual continuity between the protagonist, whom the reader
sees, and the killed friend, whom the reader cannot see. Neda’s death is
subjectivized through Marjane’s shock at the horrific sight, allowing the reader to
mourn the loss of Neda as mediated through Marjane’s pain.
Although the story of the Baba Levy family is marginal to Persepolis, the intense
mourning of the Muslim, Marjane, for the Jewish Neda does not merely represent
a traumatic moment for a protagonist; rather, it is crucial in the Bildungsroman.
The loss of her friend forms a moment of rupture in the text, which underscores a

transformed universe and catalyzes Marjane’s departure and exile. But it is also
linked to another traumatic moment in the following chapter, “The Dowry.” In this
case, Marjane does not witness but is told by her mother about the loss of another
adolescent girl from their family circle, Niloufar, who is taken to prison. As a
cautionary tale about the dangers inherent in Marjane’s rebellious actions in
school, Satrapi’s mother reminds Marjane that the same Islamic regime that
tortured her uncle—just as the Shah regime did—is also the culprit for Niloufar’s
fate. The horror of the unfolding story is accentuated by the gesture of
whispering: “You know what happened to Niloufar? . . . You know it’s against the
law to kill a virgin . . . so a guardian of the revolution marries her . . . and takes
her virginity before executing her. Do you understand what that means???”[iii]
Through the three dots of the blank space, of the unsaid, as well as through
the three question marks for highlighting a rhetorical question, Satrapi implies
the de facto rape prior to execution. The fear and love for Marjane lead her family
to send her away to Vienna, the only place that would offer her an entry.
Marjane’s exile from Tehran and home begins at this critical moment. Between
Iraqi scuds over Tehran that make all Iranians vulnerable, and the regime’s war
on its citizens, exile becomes the only sensible itinerary for a rebellious
adolescent.
“The Shabbat” chapter, which consists of a short sequence of panels revolving
around the traumatizing death of Marjane’s friend Neda, precedes “The Dowry”
chapter, which relates the death of her communist acquaintance, Niloufar. Both
young women are killed—the Jewish friend by Iraqi missiles, and the Muslim
communist at the hands of the Iranian regime. Persepolis makes several
references to sexual violence.
Already in the section entitled “The Trip,” Satrapi relates this
gendered dimension of the memoir at the inception of the revolution and
its implementation of the veil. Her mother arrives home distraught after having
been stopped while driving without the veil and threatened with sexual violence if
she does not obey. Here, Satrapi calls attention to various forms of state violence
all represented on a continuum. The threat of rape by the state’s agent is also
linked to the very same regime that sends young adolescent boys to war, and that
tortures its opponents.
Both chapters, “The Shabbat” and “The Dowry” assign responsibility for the death
of two revolutionary republics—the Iraqi and the Iranian.

They precede the Satrapi family’s crucial decision that their daughter must leave
Iran at once. Together these two chapters prepare the reader for the inevitable
departure, forming a vital crossroad at the beginning of the protagonist’s exilic
Odyssey.
The Iran-Iraq War provokes a remarkable Prise de conscience in the memoirs.
Roya Hakakian’s Journey from the Land of No, for example, performs the
bifurcated history of Iran visually through two maps that frame her book: one at
the very beginning of the memoir, visualizing Tehran of 1978, and the other at the
end of the memoir, of 1984 Tehran.
Hakakian compares the names of places on both maps, lamenting
the disappearance of her intimately familiar urban environment. She writes:
Yearning for the memories of the old, familiar places, I kept buying maps of the
city. One in particular, Map # 255, touted itself “The Most Complete Atlas of the
New Tehran: Planned, Produced, and Lithographed by the Geographical and
Cartographic Society.” On its upper right corner, a zip code, telephone, fax
number, appeared—anything to impress an unknowing customer. Though I knew
nothing about cartography, I went about examining this map. I knew Tehran; why
be intimidated? Under a magnifying glass, I looked and looked for Saba Street or
Alley of the Distinguished, but on the map of the New Tehran, there was no sign
of my old neighborhood. The schools where I had studied, the places I had known,
everything was either renamed or dropped. Instead of a magnifying glass, I
thought, I ought to hold a pen. Instead of maps, I ought to buy notebooks. For
those cartographers, geographers, and their fancy societies could not be trusted.
And I had to record, commit every detail to memory, in words, what the
cartographers had not done in their maps, a testament to the existence of a time
and alley and its children whose traces were on the verge of vanishing. [iv]
Hakakian is underlining the renaming of familiar streets after a shahid (martyr),
many of whom were children from her own age group, sent to the war with plastic
keys to heaven. Their carved names highlight the futile death while also evoking a
forever-transformed urban topography.
The question of trauma cathected with a place, then, even in the context of war, is
seen through the visual cartography of an intimately familiar and yet thoroughly
alien Tehran. Although hardly incorporating visual materials, Hakakian’s memoir
does include visual evidence for the erased world. “Number 3: Abandoned
Building” on the map is actually the Iraqi embassy, and “Number 8: Embassy of

Palestine” indicates the former site of the Israeli Embassy, evidencing two places
where deletion and renaming are enacted. Within this context, Journey from
the Land of No zooms in, as it were, on the question of Iranian Jews. Hakakian
offers a kind of comparison between the position of Jews under the Shah and
under Ayatollah regimes. Rather than explicitly criticize these particular renamings, the text highlights the way lives and dreams have been kidnapped by
the war. Ironically, however, all these transformations and comparisons mandate
another turn of the translational screw, the act of renaming and translation into
English.

In the Journey from the Land of No as well as in Persepolis, one finds a certain
nostalgia for the revolutionary moment when social utopia could still be imagined
and dreamt about, before the leftist vision was taken away by the Islamic state.

Both memoirs reflect the dead end for Iranian leftists persecuted first by the Shah
and then by the Ayatollah. In contrast to contemporary Middle Eastern Jewish
memoirs that portray a negative image of Islam, Hakakian depicts Tehran as the
site of cross-ethnic and cross-religious solidarity for those struggling for
democracy and freedom. Like the Iraq in the novels by Shimon Ballas and
Sami Michael that I will discuss subsequently, the Iran of Hakakian’s memoir is a
space where people of diverse ethnic and religious backgrounds share a utopian
desire for an equal multi-faith society. Ballas and Michael’s Hebrew novels about
Iraq also similarly manifest a “revolutionary nostalgia” for the era when
communism was a thriving ideology, before the party was crushed by successive
regimes, culminating with the persecution by the Ba‘ath Party and Saddam
Hussein. Although in Ballas’s novel Outcast, Qassem, the communist, is not the
protagonist, he nonetheless carries the “norms of the text” through which the
various ideological points of view are being evaluated. Outcast thus celebrates the
ways in which revolutionaries from different religious backgrounds marched
together and fought for democracy, even though the leftists (especially but not
exclusively) were tortured by all regimes. Qassem, for example, tried to escape to
the Soviet Union because he was about to be executed; but he was then caught by
the Shah’s regime, tortured, and handed over to Saddam Hussein and the Ba‘ath
Party. Iranian memoirs such as Persepolis and Journey from the Land of No stage
the same dead-end situation. In Persepolis, Satrapi’s uncle Anoush is the victim of
the same historical double whammy of being tortured first by the Shah and then
by the Islamicist regime. These texts portray a world of no exit for those
utopianists who fought for equality and democracy, when both Iraq and Iran were
crushing movements for social transformations. Iraqi and Iranian exilic literature
demonstrates that exile actually begins before the physical dislocation. Prior to
their displacement from Iran or Iraq, the leftist characters are depicted as already
suffering a kind of internal exile in their own respective countries.
The exilic language simultaneously inscribes the exilic condition while also
intimating its possible transcendence. Hakakian, it is worth noting, aspired to
write in Farsi rather than in English, and she continues to write poetry in Farsi in
the United States. That the memoir is written in English is itself a testament to
the fact that the act of narrating Iran, which first takes place in the context of
kidnapped leftist dreams in Iran, now takes place in the context of dislocation to
the United States, with the narration of Iran now displaced into the
English language. Marjane Satrapi, meanwhile, although she grew up in

Tehran and spoke Farsi as a first language even while receiving a French
education, writes her memoir in French, the language of her new
cultural geography. In other words, Satrapi writes about her experience not in the
dominant language of her home country—Farsi—but in a European
language—French—which in a sense stands in for Farsi, much as English stands
in for Farsi in Roya Hakakian’s memoir, or for Arabic in Nissim Rejwan’s memoir,
while Hebrew stands in for Arabic in Shimon Ballas’s and Sami Michael’s novels.
In these narratives, where the actual exile is narrated in English, French, or
Hebrew, the writing itself forms an exilic mode of denial of the possibility of
writing in the language of the geographies in which the authors were raised. The
linguistic mediation of belonging to a place and the question of homeland entail a
move from one linguistic geography to another, yet within this new linguistic
zone, the author articulates the dissonance of identities and their palimpsestic
emotional geographies. This embedded bifurcation is not, however, simply a
loyalty test, as is implied by the axioms of persistent nation-state patriotism.
Through the literary act of representing Farsi or Arabic through the medium of
another language, these memoirs and novels open up spaces of imaginary
belonging that complicate any simplistic equation between a single language and
a single identity. At times the memoir’s language is doubly removed, as in the
case Rejwan’s The Last Jews in Baghdad, since it is written in Israel about Iraq,
but in the English language.
While war generates massive dislocations, ironically, it sometimes indirectly
facilitates the reuniting of old friends. One consequence of the Iran-Iraq War, for
example, was an opening that enabled members of various exilic groups to
reconnect. Even when they ended up in “enemy” countries, feelings of affection,
friendship, and love nonetheless persisted on both sides of the war zone. Initially,
for example in the case of Iraqi Jews in Israel and their friends in Iraq, even the
most rudimentary forms of communication were virtually impossible.
Paradoxically, it was a number of negative developments—the repressive
measures of the Ba‘athist regime, a series of wars, and especially the Iran-Iraq
War—that made it possible for the burgeoning Iraqi diaspora in the West to
renew relationships with their Jewish Iraqi friends, including even with those in
Israel. Nissim Rejwan’s memoir, The Last Jews in Baghdad: Remembering a Lost
Homeland, recounts the close friendships among diverse Iraqis that were
disrupted when most Jews had to leave Baghdad in the wake of the partition of
Palestine and the establishment of the state of Israel. While the memoir focuses

largely on Rejwan’s coming of age in Baghdad, it concludes with the attempts,
several decades later, to reconnect with his friends, those whom he has neither
seen nor heard from for three or four decades. Toward the end of the memoir, in
the chapter titled, “Disposing of a Library,” Rejwan recounts how he
discovered the whereabouts of one of his closest Baghdadi friends, Najib ElMani‘, who formed part of Rejwan’s intellectual literary circle that frequented AlRabita Bookshop. When finally Rejwan hears about Najib’s where-abouts, Najib
has died of heart failure in London:
After nearly ten more years during which I heard nothing either from or about
Najib, a friend sent me photocopies of parts of Al-Ightirab al-Adabi, a literary
quarterly published in London and devoted to the work of writers and poets living
in exile, mainly Iraqis who found they couldn’t do their work in the suffocating
atmosphere of Ba‘ath-dominated Iraq.
To my shock and grief, the first several articles were tributes by friends and
fellow émigré writers and intellectuals to the work and the personality of Najib alMani’, who had died suddenly of heart failure one night in his flat in London,
alone amongst his thousands of books and records of classical music. . . . Feeling
the urge to know more about my unfortunate friend and seeing that Najib’s sister
Samira was Al-Ightirab’s assistant editor, I wrote her a long letter of condolences
and asked her to give me additional information about her brother’s years in
exile. Did he die a happy man? Was he married? Lived with someone? Any
children? And so on. All I learned from the tributes was that his room was
scattered with books and records and papers. Damn the books, I murmured
to myself, being then in the midst of a colossal operation aimed at getting rid of
some two-thirds of my private library. [v]
In a pre-digital era, when communication only took place through “snail-mail”
letters and phone calls, communicating across enemy borders was virtually
impossible. Memoirs written about dislocations in the wake of war therefore tend
to delve into the details of the “how” one learns about the whereabouts of old
friends. Rejwan learns that Najib remained in Iraq throughout the 1950s and ’60s
while occupying fairly
high official positions, and only came to London in 1979. Najib left Iraq hoping
“for some fresh air” away from the Ba‘athist regime, but with the outbreak of the
Iran-Iraq War, his wife, three sons, and daughter could not join him. Two of his
sons were sent to the front, which also prevented Najib’s wife from joining him. In

his London exile Najib was unable to attend the wedding of his daughter, whose
husband left for Holland shortly after their marriage in order to avoid being
drafted to serve in the Iran-Iraq War. Najib’s son-in-law, it was discovered
later, had married another woman in Holland. The Iran-Iraq War thus sometimes
devastated the lives even of those who survived the bombs and destruction.
Whereas the 1948 establishment of Israel caused Rejwan’s dislocation from Iraq,
it was the Ba‘athist repression and the Iran Iraq War that dislocated Najib alMani‘ from Iraq. By the time Rejwan hears about his old friend, it is too late. But
he does manage to hear from Najib’s sister, who writes Rejwan about Najib’s last
years in London: “He lived alone with his lame cat in a flat in London . . . He died
in the company of someone he loved, his open book was on Najib’s chest. Is
there anyone better than Proust in situations like these!”[vi]
The Iran-Iraq War turned Najib into a lonely man, shorn of his wife and children,
as he was unable to see them. Yet the same Iran-Iraq War that forced him
to remain in exile also allowed Iraqis in the UK to communicate directly with old
friends in Israel, facilitating Rejwan’s learning of Najib’s unfolding story in exile.
The communication between Rejwan and Najib’s sister, Samira, subsequently
generates several other enthusiastic reconnections and sometimes actual
meetings, between Iraqi Jews from Israel and their exiled Iraqi friends who had
moved to Limassol, Cyprus, London, Montreal, or California.
Over Iraq’s tumultuous decades, the diverse waves of departures—whether
ethnic, religious, or political in nature—ironically allowed for a re-encounter of
the diverse groups of exilic Iraqis. Rejwan’s grief over the death of an old friend is
also exacerbated by the exilic melancholia in the wake of the loss of a bygone
time and place. The death of his dear friend comes to allegorize Rejwan’s own
anxieties about loss and death, triggered by previous multiple losses: the earlier
symbolic loss of that friend, even prior to his death, due to Rejwan’s earlier exile
from Baghdad; the mediated loss of Iraq through Najib’s exile in the wake of
the Iran-Iraq War; the multiple waves of dislocations that led to the dissolution of
a religiously and ethnically mixed intellectual circle of friends; and the erasure of
the Jewish chapter of Iraqi history as aptly encapsulated by the title of the book,
The Last Jews in Baghdad: Remembering a Lost Homeland (emphasis mine). The
memoir is written under the sign of loss and dispersal, i.e., the scattering of the
Jewish community of Mesopotamia, and ironically the diasporization of “the
Babylonian Diaspora.” The Iraqi homeland, no longer available to Iraqi Jews, is

also lost for the majority of Iraqi people. Rejwan’s memoir offers an elegy
for multiple worlds lost, largely in the wake of the Israel-Arab War but also in the
wake of the relatively distant Iran-Iraq War.
The eulogy for the life of Middle Eastern Jews in the context of Islam, explicitly
narrated in appendix A of that work, titled, “The Jews of Iraq: A Brief Historical
Sketch,” is not merely a coda for Rejwan’s book but
also a final “chapter” for Babylonian Iraqi Jewish history. In this sense, the losses
turn individual death into an allegory of communal disappearance, which
necessitates the writing of its history, a kind of firm grounding of the past in the
text. Yet books themselves are haunted by the possibility of their own
disappearance, by the liquidation of an archive. The death of his friend Najib
among books is paralleled by Rejwan’s own forced disposal of most of his library,
a kind of a metaphorical death for an aging writer forced to part with his beloved
life-long book companions. Books may recover communal past but not offer a
remedy for loss. The eulogy/elegy is expressed in Rejwan’s words:
So it was Proust that he was reading in his last night—Proust to whose work we
had all been introduced as early as the late 1940s and whose Remembrance of
Things Past in its English rendering was made available for the first time in Iraq
by Al-Rabita Bookshop. Truth to tell, I found myself regretting the scant part I
myself had played in Najib’s incessant preoccupation with works of
literature—apparently to the exclusion of much else by way of real life.[vii]
The memoir reflexively evokes Proust’s novel to address “things past” where their
“remembrance” (as well their forgetting) takes place not merely within individualsubjective memory but also within communal recollection. To the extent to which
Rejwan’s memoir touches on his experiences in Israel, it relates those experiences
to those of the Iraqi diaspora displaced elsewhere. In the excerpts of his memoirs
published in a London quarterly describing the life of Iraqis in exile in this
fashion, Rejwan articulates his displacement experience largely in relation to
other displaced Iraqis in the wake of wars not directly linked to Iraqi-Israeli life,
i.e., the Iran-Iraq War. Like the evocation of the Iran-Iraq War in Shimon Ballas’s
and Sami Michael’s novels, Rejwan’s memoir also goes against the grain of the
Zionist metanarrative of aliya to Israel as telos, a narrative that ideologically
detaches Iraqi Israelis from their Iraqi emotional geography. Rather than endorse
the celebratory trope of the “ingathering of the exiles,” Rejwan firmly places his
dislocation within the larger context of the multiple Iraqi dislocations of a

broader assembly of oppressed minorities and political groups, whether religious
minorities such as Jews, Christians, and Shi‘a Muslims, or political opponents
such as communists, liberals, and other anti-regime dissidents. His eulogy is
dedicated to a lost world that is not simply and reductively Jewish but rather
richly multi-faithed, thus subverting not merely the biblical tale but also the
Zionist metanarrative of exile and return to the Promised Land. In this sense, the
reference to the Iran-Iraq War is not merely to a coincidental factor in the life of
his old friend, Najib, but rather to a major event that also affects the friend’s
friend, i.e., Rejwan himself. The Jewish Iranian and Jewish Iraqi novels and
memoirs, in sum, highlight Jewish affinities with Iran and Iraq, even in a context
where Israel’s unofficial stance toward the Iran-Iraq War (like that of the United
States) was ultimately a preference for the war to persist.
Writing an Absence
Shimon Ballas’s Hebrew novel Outcast (Ve-Hu Akher, in Hebrew “And He is an
Other,” 1991), written by an Iraqi Jew in Israel, offers a vital sampling of the
kinds of tensions and paradoxes arising from war, dislocation, and multiple
belongings. Outcast is based on the historical case of an Iraqi Jewish
intellectual—Dr. Nissim / Naseem / Ahmed Sousa—who converted to Islam and
who remained in Iraq even after the departure of most Iraqi Jews in 1950–51. The
novel, set during the Iran-Iraq War, is reflexively written as a posthumously
published memoir of the protagonist, Haroun / Ahmad Sousan. While narrated in
the first person, the novel “stages” a polyphony of Iraqi voices. The Iran-Iraq War
serves as a pretext to discuss the history of Iraq through multiple perspectives,
including those of its minorities. The novel is premised on a refusal, in this case
the refusal to conform to the Zionist idea or expectation that Iraqi Jews after
leaving Iraq would sever themselves politically, intellectually, and emotionally
from Iraq as a magnet for identification.
The Iraqi Jewish protagonist, an intellectual writing in Arabic—even though the
novel itself is written in Hebrew—has studied the history of Iraq and Islam and
converted to Islam, viewing his adopted religion as representing universalism in
contrast to his birth religion’s penchant for separatism and particularism. The
text thus orchestrates an ongoing debate about the place of Jews within Islam
and, specifically, within Iraq. Ballas’s novel, in this sense, clearly goes against the
grain of the Zionist master narrative that assumes that arrival in Israel naturally
brings with it an end of affective ties to one’s former homeland, especially in the

case of an “enemy” homeland.
In the novel, the protagonist’s books, My Path to Islam and The Jews in History,
are used by the president—alluding to Saddam Hussein—in order to attack both
Israel and Jews, as well as to attack Iran.[viii] One is reminded of the pamphlet,
not referenced in the text but reportedly distributed by Saddam Hussein’s
government, titled, “Three Whom God Should Not Have Created: Persians, Jews,
and Flies.”[ix] Within this view, Jews were traitors, allied from antiquity with the
Persians. Seeing himself as the modern heir of King Nebuchadnezzar II, Saddam
had bricks inscribed with his name inserted into the ancient remnants of
Babylon’s walls.[x] If Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the first temple and exiled the
Jews to Babylon, the King of Persia, Cyrus the Great, conquered Babylon, and
assumed the title of “King of Babylon,” ending the Babylonian captivity and
allowing Jews to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the temple. The Iran-Iraq War, in
this sense, became discursively grafted onto the memory of ancient Babylonian
/Persian wars, now projected onto the contemporary Arab / Iranian conflict into
which modern Jews are interpellated as well. In Outcast, the protagonist Haroun /
Ahmad Sousan gets caught up in a political maelstrom where his own words are
used in a way that he neither predicted nor approved. He sought a version of
Islam that was neither fanatic nor extremist, thus in a sense defending the Shi‘a
of Iraq against massacres and oppression by the Sunni elite. At the same time,
however, the protagonist did not foresee that what was emerging from Iran was
also not the philosophical version of Islam that he was seeking. The two opposing
sides in the Iran-Iraq conflict represent two versions of state-controlled
intolerance, whether in the hegemonic Sunni modernist secular version of the
Iraqi Ba‘ath party, or in the hegemonic Shi‘a religious version of the Iranian state.
Neither represents the pluralistic, universalistic Islam of the protagonist’s
cosmopolitan vision. In this sense, the novel rejects the sectarian tendencies of
two nation-state regimes, within both of which critical intellectuals are “in
excess” of their totalitarianism.
Outcast also sheds a skeptical light on the Zionist nation-state version of Jewish
religion, not merely in the novel’s content, where Jewish nationalism is debated,
but also through the very act of writing about Iraq while in Israel, thus
challenging the metanarrative of an Arab “enemy country” by imagining Iraq as a
geography of identification for the Hebrew reader. During the Iran-Iraq War, the
protagonist Haroun Sousan begins to reflect on the 1941 attacks on the Jews (the

farhoud) in conjunction with the present attacks on the Shi‘as. Linking past
and present, the memories allow for a multiple cross-religious
identification through the hybrid Jew/Sunni protagonist. In other moments in
Outcast, the place of the Shi‘a in the Iran-Iraq War comes to allegorize the place
of the Iraqi Jew during the Israeli Arab conflict.[xi] Both religious communities
are implicitly “on trial” for loyalty and patriotism, even though the war is against
an outside force. The conflation of Iraqi Jews with the Zionist enterprise and the
Jewish state, and later the conflation of Iraqi Shi‘a with the Shi‘a-dominated
Iranian state, place first the Jews and then the Shi‘ites under suspicion, leading to
a life of fear and anxiety of being perceived as traitors by the Iraqi state. In
Outcast, the protagonist Haroun is not depicted as a heroic figure, a portrayal
largely incarnated by the relatively marginal character and friend of the
protagonist, the communist Qassem. In one heated moment in the text, taking
place in the 1940s but recalled by Haroun during the Iran-Iraq War, Qassem
criticizes the protagonist’s critical remarks about his fellow Jews. Evoking his
books about Jews in Islam, Haroun Sousan defends his thesis: “I wrote of what I
know from the inside.”[xii] Sousan alludes to his experiential knowledge as an
Iraqi Jew (prior to his conversion) but Qassem refuses Haroun’s “insider
discourse,” stating: “I know Jews from the inside, too. I lived with them. They are
great patriots.”[xiii] Haroun replies: “Precisely what I had wished for, that they be
patriots.” Qassem however insists: “Don’t try to wiggle out of it . . . You couldn’t
find a good word to write about them. And it’s time you replied to the
fascist provocateurs. Tell them that Jews have withstood the toughest of trials and
proven their loyalty to their homeland.”[xiv] “[T]he real test,” Haroun responds,
“is Palestine.” To which Qassem responds: “Palestine? . . . You want them to go to
Palestine to fight? Who sold Palestine to the Zionists? They’re fighting for Iraq.
We’re all fighting for Iraq!”[xv]
Significantly, in this dialogue it is not the “real” and originary Jew who defends
Iraqi Jews, but rather the Muslim leftist. Qassem asks Haroun to admit that his
writing presented a biased picture of the Jewish community.[xvi] The words of the
leftist Qassem, as suggested earlier, function as the “norms of the text,” the
novel’s ideological voice of reason. In a temporal palimpsest, the protagonist’s
recollections during the Iran-Iraq War become a mode of exposing discrimination
against all minorities and censuring the way dictatorial regimes oppress,
repress, and suffocate the spirit of freedom. The time of the Jewish departure
from Iraq comes to be viewed retroactively through the prism of massive Shi‘a

deportations during the Iran-Iraq War. The novel constructs the issue of
homeland and belonging through an implicit analogy. The recollection of the
debate about the patriotism of Iraqi Jews takes place exactly at the moment the
Iran-Iraq War is unfolding. Thus the question of the loyalty of the Jews in the
1940s evokes the 1980s accusation of Shi‘a’s lack of patriotism especially during
the Iran-Iraq War. While the Iraqi Shi‘as were the primary targets during the
Iran-Iraq War, they continued to be deported, imprisoned, and killed even after
the war ended. Their fate came in the wake of the similar experiences of other
ethnic and religious minorities, all accused by the state of treason. Shi‘as, as a
community, have been massively dislocated within an Iraqi history that displaced
Assyrians, Jews, and Kurds as well, along with diverse political opponents,
including communists—all suffering dislocation, imprisonment, and massacre.
Outcast reveals the uneasy closeness of the protagonist to the regime, implicitly
undermining the ethno-nationalism of the Ba‘ath regime. The novel deploys the
fictional last name of the protagonist “Sousan,” a
name that maintains an intimate proximity with the actual family name of the
historical figure “Sousa,” a proximity that, I would argue, casts an ironic light on
anti-Persian Arab nationalism. Both names originate from the Persian “Susa”
(Sousa) or “Shoush” (Shush), an ancient city of the Elamite, Persian, and Parthian
empires of Iran, in the Zagros Mountains and east of the Tigris River. “Shushan,”
Shushan (or Shoushan) is mainly mentioned in the biblical book of Esther but also
in the books of Nehemiah and Daniel, both of whom lived in Sousa / Shousha
during the Babylonian captivity of sixteenth century BCE, where a presumed
tomb of Daniel is located in Shoush area.[xvii] Ballas adds to the family name of
the historical figure “Sousa” the letter “n,” turning it into “Sousan,” accentuating
the link to the Hebrew biblical pronunciation of the city “Shushan.”[xviii] The
name of the protagonist is thus a mixture of the Persian element in the name of
the historical figure, the Iraqi Sousa with the Hebrew reference Shoushan, thus
emphasizing in Hebrew the allusion to ancient Persia and Babylonia. The mixture
of letters in the protagonist’s name blurs the boundary not only between ancient
Babylonia and Persia but also between contemporary Iraq and Iran. This
palimpsestic blurriness goes against the grain of the purism typical of IranIraq War official propagandas. Indeed, the memoir-within-the-novel of Outcast
alludes to the complexity of religious and ethnic identities within Iraq. The
protagonist writes: “Our family is one of the oldest in town, and according to one
theory its origins lay in Persia, its lineage going back to the celebrated city of

Shushan, the very Shushan that figures so prominently in the Book of
Esther.”[xix]
The town that the protagonist refers to is Al Hillah, which is adjacent to the
ancient city of Babylon and its ruins. It is also near Al Kifl, the site of the tomb of
Ezekiel, where Iraqi Jews would go on their annual pilgrimage (‘id al-ziyara), and
later had been protected as a holy site by Saddam Hussein. Al Hillah was largely a
Shi‘a city and the site of Saddam’s acts of executions and massive graves.
Outcast, in this sense, highlights the multilayered history of Iraq, that includes
Bablyonians, Persians, Jews, as well as Shi‘a and Sunni, in such a way as to undo
any narrow definition of Mesopotamia/Iraq and indirectly of Persia/Iran.
Ironically, that ancient history, encoded, as it were, in the name of
the Jewish/Muslim protagonist, challenges the Iran/Iraq nation-state borders that
have led to the senseless Iran-Iraq War. The modern Iranian town of Shush is
actually located at the site of the ancient city Shushan/Shoushan, in Khuzestan
Province, which Saddam Hussein attempted to control during the Iran-Iraq War,
claiming that it belonged to Iraq because of its large number of Arabic speakers.
Located on the border with Iraq, Khuzestan suffered the heaviest damage of all
Iranian provinces during the war, forcing thousands of Iranians to flee. Ballas’s
Outcast, which begins with the Iran-Iraq War, thus also undermines the modern
ideology of Sunni/ Shi‘a nation-state conflict by alluding to a region that could be
seen as simultaneously Persian and Arab, and which includes indigenous Jews and
Christians. Millennia of mixing and intermingling from antiquity to the modern
era offer evidence of cultural syncretism across the region and beyond. Indeed,
this deeper longue durée of Shimon Ballas’s text also reverberates with the
historical overtones of Marjane Satrapi’s very title “Persepolis”—Greek for “city
of Persians” known in antiquity as Parsa, invaded and destroyed by Alexander the
Great, and thus functions as the memoir’s subliminal reminder of the ancient
Greek-Persian wars. In 1971, Shah Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi organized
festivities for the 2,500-year celebration of the Persian Empire that began with
Cyrus the Great. Rather than offering a modern monumental version of antiquity
in the style of modern nationalist discourses, Ballas and Satrapi subtly invoke
antiquity in order to undermine purist narratives of contemporary identity,
including between “East” and “West.” In this sense, the Persians are not
only partly Arabs, and vice versa, but they are also partly Greeks.
Published at the time of the 1991 Gulf War between the Allies and Iraq, Ballas’s

novel must be read against the backdrop of the Iran-Iraq War, during the period
within which it was written and also represents.
Within its historical span, moving from the 1930s to the 1990s, the novel also
deals with the antecedents to the Iran-Iraq War and the ongoing political debates
in Iraq about Iraqi Shi‘a supporting Khomeini during the period of the Shah. For
example, one of the characters, Mostafa, is concerned with the Iranian problem
and “the subversive activities of Iranian exiles that were constantly in the
headlines.”[xx] Another character, Khalid, meanwhile argues that: “[t]he matter
was not as simple as it appeared, because Iraq had not provided a refuge to
Khomeini and company out of pure hospitality, but also because we supported
his struggle against the Shah.”[xxi] Mostafa, in response, argues:
“Struggling against the Shah wasn’t the same as working to establish a Shi’ite
Party in Iraq.” And another character, Jawad, concurs and says: “Khomeini was
meddling into Iraq’s internal affairs and inciting a war between religious
factions.”[xxii] Although Outcast begins with a speech by the protagonist who is
honored by the president during the Iran Iraq War, it relays the history of
animosity that paved the way for the Iran-Iraq War, as reported in the memoirwithin-the-novel:
Events in Iran and reactions in our country have disrupted my writing routine. A
fortnight hasn’t gone by since the outbreak of the revolution and already
demonstrations against the Iraqi embassy have resumed, as well as allegations
that Iraq persecuted Khomeini and was hostile to the revolution. Radio Tehran
has launched a series of venomous tirades against Iraq as a collaborator with
Israel and the United States, as wanting to reinstate the Shah and drown the
Islamic revolution in torrents of blood. One cannot believe one’s ears. Such hatred
after fourteen years of living among us? Jawad al-Alawi is not surprised.
Khomeini’s expulsion is not the cause of this hate, but the deeply rooted hatred of
the Shi‘a. Indeed, that’s how it is, this hostility never died down, but even so one
cannot ignore the progressive nature of a revolution that managed to overthrow a
rotten monarchy and proclaim a republic. “That is the positive aspect,” agrees
Jawad.[xxiii]
In the novel, the Sunnis largely view the Shi‘ite as a “fifth column”[xxiv] although
some Shi‘a characters are described as loyal and principled and free of Shi‘ite
tribalism.[xxv] However, Ballas is careful to represent multiple Iraqi perspectives
on the Iran-Iraq War. The novel stages an ideological, political, and historical

debate among diverse Iraqi characters, each one of them representing a different
take on post-revolutionary
Iran and its impact on the definition of Iraqi identity. Interestingly, one of the
sharpest criticisms of the government is voiced by the protagonist, Haroun
Sousan, who is on one level a regime loyalist but who on another level is a critic
who wonders if a pro-government supporter had “forgotten the blood bath, two
years ago, when the army attacked a procession of pilgrims coming out of Najaf
with live ammunition? Has he forgotten the hundreds of detainees and those
executed without trial, or tried in absentia because they’re already six feet under?
If one cannot condemn the government, why must one praise it? And all the
recent arrests, should these, too, be justified?”[xxvi] Ballas here has his Jewish
convert to Islam express sympathy with the Shi‘ites under the Ba‘ath regime.
In another moment, the protagonist writes: “I had some sympathy for the Shi‘ites
to begin with, as the disenfranchised, not to mention that I grew up among them
and naturally felt part of the Ja’afri school of thought, adhered to by my
townsmen. The same Shi‘ite group that was one day to become the party
established a non-ethnic image by taking Sunnis and even Christians into its
ranks.”[xxvii]
At another point, Ballas moves immediately from the description of the 1941
farhoud attack on Iraqi Jews to the persecution of the Shi‘ites during the Ba‘athist
era, thus generating a critical sequencing of the
historically disparate moments of the vulnerability of Jews and Shi‘a
in Iraq.[xxviii] At the same time, Haroun Sousan does not represent the
novel’s ideological center or the “norms of the text,” since Ballas is careful
to show that the Iran-Iraq War was used by both regimes as a pretext to repress
the left, whether in Iran or in Iraq.[xxix] Within the framework of the novel, the
persecution of the Communists seems to traverse the Iran/Iraq battle lines. The
novel actually shows that leftists in both countries were vulnerable during the
monarchy as well as during the Ba‘athist Republic regime, just as they were
vulnerable during the Shah and during the Ayatollah Republic regime.[xxx] This
history of the persecution of the communists under the diverse regimes of Iraq
and Iran is largely relayed through the character of Qassem, who escapes the
Ba‘athist Iraq and, while on his way to the Soviet Union is caught by the
Iranian SAVAK, which brutally tortures him, pulling out his fingernails, breaking
his ribs and limbs, “before hanging him upside down and scalding his afflicted
body with red hot stakes.”[xxxi] Then they send him back to Iraq “in accordance

with a pact initiating neighborly friendship between the two countries.”[xxxii]
Ballas continues: “He limped along on one leg following the unsuccessful
treatment he had gotten for his other broken limb . . . from the SAVAK [who]
tortured him because he was a communist who expressed animosity towards the
Shah and the mukhabarat because he was a communist who opposed Ba‘athist
ideology.”[xxxiii]
The neighborly relations between the Ba‘athist and the Shah regimes, between
the mukhabarat and the SAVAK, were later deployed for propaganda purposes by
Khomeini, which itself continued the persecution of leftists as emphasized both in
Persepolis and in Journey from the Land of No. The fate of communists in both
countries is also narrated through a positive grid in Outcast through its emphasis
on the network of camaraderie linking Iranian and Iraqi communists.[xxxiv] The
idea of ethnic and religious solidarity between Jews and Muslims of Sunni
and Shi’a backgrounds goes against the Ba‘athist discourse of unending hate and
resentment toward Jews and Persians. Saddam himself, as we have seen,
deployed an animalizing trope to yoke the two groups as despicable “flies.” While
the novels suggest that the protagonist Sousan remains a kind of loyalist to the
Ba‘athist regime, stating that Iraq needs to be defended,[xxxv] the novel itself
takes a distant view toward this Ba‘athis rhetoric, instead highlighting the
multiple historical violences and dislocations that came long before the Iran-Iraq
War.[xxxvi] Exilic leftist Iraqi literature, in other words, tends to highlight the
multiplicity that constitutes Iraqi history and culture, staging a polyphony of Iraqi
voices, just as exilic leftist Iranian literature tends to register the close network
of relationships among Muslims, Jews, and diverse other Iranians.
Forging Imagined Memories
Like Ballas’s Outcast, Sami Michael’s novel Aida is also concerned with the
powerlessness of the majority of Iraqi people. At the same time, it is also
concerned with cross-ethnic and cross religious solidarities that partially
counteract that powerlessness. In Aida, the Jewish protagonist, Zaki Dali, a host
of a popular TV documentary show, harbors a Kurdish woman who has been
kidnapped, tortured, and raped by agents of the Saddam Hussein regime. As they
embark on a romantic relationship, the novel generates a symbolic alliance
between an ethnic minority, the Kurds, and a religious minority, the Jews, while
also conjuring up a utopian space of interreligious and interethnic romance. Such
a romance is especially meaningful in a novel by a former Jewish Iraqi communist,

Sami Michael, for whom communism represents more than a political party
fighting for sociopolitical and economic equality; it signifies a universalist
humanist refuge that transcends ethnic, religious, and nationalist
particularities.[xxxvii] The interreligious romance also goes against the grain of
the social conventions of the Middle East that decree that marriage takes place
within the religious identities into which one is born. While religious communities
normally intersected in their commercial, social, and neighborly interminglings,
they also carefully monitored interreligious romantic entanglements. Through the
mixed romance, Aida offers a “revolutionary nostalgia” toward Iraq’s socialpolitical potentialities. Although written in Hebrew, the language of an enemy
country, the novel can be seen as mourning Iraq’s melancholy descent into chaos
and civil war. Witnessing dictatorship and even genocide, the Jewish protagonist,
Zaki, transports the Hebrew reader into the largely unfamiliar terrain of Iraq of
the 1980s and 1990s. “The last Jew,” as the novel often describes the protagonist,
mediates between Iraq as remembered by the dislocated Jews and Iraq as
experienced over the past three decades. Events in the present evoke incidents in
the past, generating a sense of historical repetition, while also re-familiarizing
Iraq for its displaced absentees.
Set in the Iraq of the post–Iran-Iraq War, during the 1991 Gulf War that ended
with the suppression of the Kurdish and Shi’a uprisings, and during the sanctions
period of the following decade, Sami Michael’s novel Aida represents Iraq as a
multiethnic and multireligious space.
Apart from the Jewish protagonist Zaki, and the title character, the Kurdish Aida,
the novel depicts a close relationship between Zaki and Samia, his Shi’a neighbor
and childhood friend. Samia too suffers from the regime’s violence in the wake of
the Iran-Iraq War. Her husband, her son, and her pregnant daughter were
executed while her remaining two sons have disappeared, listed by the regime as
“missing” although the novel reveals that Samia is actually hiding her two sons in
the basement, where they live in darkness, cared for by their mother for twenty
years.
Every now and then Samia bursts into the offices of the mukhabarat to demand
information about the whereabouts of her “missing” sons, a clever ruse to make
the police believe in their disappearance and prevent them from searching her
house. Secretly Samia marries off one of her sons to a young Shi‘a woman, Siham,
who descends into the dark basement and eventually becomes pregnant. Thus,
even after the Iran-Iraq War is over, the Shi‘ites continue to suffer at the hand of

the regime.
And yet, despite loss and death, the passion for life continues and new life is born.
Samia asks her neighbor/friend Zaki to marry Siham in order to protect them by
offering a cover for her hidden son and her impregnated daughter-in-law. She
tells Zaki he can officially convert to Islam and then divorce Siham, this time
using the fact that she is Shi‘a to their advantage, since during the Iran-Iraq War,
Sunni husbands were encouraged to abandon their Shi‘a wives, and some did so
for crass material interest and the financial benefits offered by the state. Zaki
agrees to help Samia for the sake of old neighborly friendship, and also in order
to help protect the Kurdish Aida, whom he hides in his house.
The war thus ended up creating spatially bifurcated lives—one lived above ground
and the other lived below. Invisibility-as-survival impacts the lives of even the
most visible—Zaki’s popularity on television is possible precisely because he is not
recognized as a Jew.
Portraying a multi-voiced Iraq of diverse minorities, the novel includes Christian
Iraqis as well as diverse Sunni characters. The Christian Rim is an Iran-Iraq War
widow who, like most Iraqis, ends up sacrificing for Saddam Hussein’s grandiose
war policies. She is portrayed as a sensitive person who would cry at the sight of
a cat that had been run over. She sympathizes with the tragedy of her Shi‘a
neighbor Samia, but at the same time, Rim regards Samia as the widow of a Shi‘a
traitor and the mother of sons and daughters who collaborated with the
Ayatollahs of Iran, a situation reminiscent, to her mind, of the descendents of
the Persians from centuries before, who fought every Arab regime. The point of
view of the Sunni regime is relayed through the eyes of the young Renin, whose
mind has been shaped by the Ba‘ath regime since kindergarten. She believed in
the mythology of Saddam Hussein as a lion who came to the rescue of humiliated
Iraqis under the domination of foreign empires and corrupt rulers but does not
question his acts of atrocities. For her, Saddam was only cleansing Iraq’s rotten
innards, represented not only by enemies from the outside but also from the
inside.
She identifies with the Iraqi leader who forcefully rejected “the influence of the
Persians, who connivingly brought destruction and devastation on the empire of
Haroun Al-Rashid.”[xxxviii] For Renin, Saddam defends Sunni against the Shi‘a,
excelling “in crushing the poisonous snakehead of their agents.”[xxxix] The Caliph
Haroun Al-Rashid and his descendents were “innocent rulers,” while Iraq’s
present-day leader “is made of armored steel.”[xl] Through the eyes of young

Renin, Sami Michael registers the power of Ba‘athist propaganda to instill hatred
toward the persecuted Shi‘a majority during the Iran-Iraq War. The multiethnic
and multireligious space of the novel Aida, in such instances, relays a dystopic
Iraq deeply haunted by the Iran-Iraq War, which despite its official end continues
in the attacks endured by the Shi‘a characters.
To counter this propaganda, Michael portrays the devastation brought upon the
Shi‘a character Samia, while also invoking other historical moments and figures.
In her sorrow, Samia whispers in Zaki’s ear to note the resemblance between
Saddam Hussein and the mass murderer of twelve hundred years ago, Al Hajjaj
bin Yusef al-Taqafi, who was appointed as the ruler of Najaf, then the most
important city in Iraq, and which throughout the years became a holy Shi‘a city.
The elders of the city came to greet Al Hajjaj bin Yusef al-Taqafi, but the ruler
surveyed them with an expression of scorn and gave an unusual speech that
became deeply inscribed in Arabic cultural memory. Full of cruelty, violence, and
brutality, al-Taqafi announces his decision regarding who will be killed, and also
explains that he will be the person to carry out the mission. The novel presents
Samia’s personal and communal pain, like that of Aida, as a kind of a historical
recurrence. The very title of the novel, “‘aida,” signifies in Arabic (‘aida) the
feminine form of “returnee.”[xli] The Sunni/Shi‘a past haunts the present, and the
oppressed cannot escape the tragedy that the Iran-Iraq War brought on them
and their family. Yet, recent modern history also seems to repeat itself. The novel
narrates Samia’s story in conjunction with that of the Jewish protagonist Zaki. In
a kind of return of the repressed, the recent tragedies echo a millennial memory.
The deep sorrow and devastation experienced by the Shi‘a are largely mediated
through the Jewish protagonist Zaki. Samia and Zaki both lack the comfort of
being surrounded by their families, due to different wars and tensions—Zaki,
because of the exodus of the majority of Jews, and Samia because of the violent
conflict between the Sunni and the Shi‘a. The novel encodes analogical
oppressions by shaping a certain parallelism between the devastation wrought on
the Jewish community and that wrought on other minorities—the Shi‘a through
Samia’s story and the Kurds through Aida’s story. The deep historical connection
is allegorized through the novel’s description of the Jewish (Zaki’s) and the Shi‘a
(Samia’s) neighboring houses:
The two houses were built by their parents decades ago, attached to each other,
and only a low brick fence separated the two roofs, and another fence divided the

two gardens. The hopes that were cemented in the foundations and in the walls of
the houses faded away in the bitter and violent reality that tormented the country
year after year, since then and until now.[xlii]
Zaki’s family was “forced to run for its life” in the beginning of the 1950s with its
children dispersed, some to Israel, and some to England and to the United States,
while Samia’s family paid dearly for the Shi‘a / Sunni conflict during and in the
aftermath of the Iran-Iraq War. The novel describes Zaki and Samia as aging in
the absence of their large, close-knit families, living as remnants of a
disappearing past. Here too the novel connects the dots between the uprooting
(‘aqira) of Jews during the monarchy and the deportation (gerush) of the Shi‘as
during the Ba‘athist Republic era.[xliii]
Zaki’s life is simultaneously caught up in the Israeli-Arab conflict and in the IranIraq War, as well as with the Allied war on Iraq. He stayed in Iraq in the name of
his first love, his blood-relative Nur, even after his family departed to Israel.
Although his love for Nur never reached fruition, he remained in Baghdad
because she was buried there, ending up without blood relatives. In the
meantime, Nur’s brother Shlomo converts to Islam, now adopting the name Jalil.
In contrast to the intellectual protagonist of Ballas’s Outcast, Haroun / Ahmad,
who converted to Islam for theological-philosophical reasons, the character of
Shlomo / Jalil is portrayed as an addicted gambler who seems to have
converted to Islam purely for convenience. Ballas’s convert character Haroun
does come under suspicion as an opportunist, when some insinuate: “A
Jew doesn’t convert to Islam because the light of truth has penetrated his heart.
Don’t tell me such tales!”[xliv] But Outcast ultimately absolves the protagonist of
such accusations as a sincere intellectual in search of religious philosophy. The
convert in Michael’s Aida, in contrast, is an opportunistic character, even praised
by the Ba‘ath leadership. His first wife and young children had to escape to Israel
after he left them living in debt. After converting to Islam, Shlomo / Jalil married
four war widows in succession during the Iran-Iraq War. Thanks to these
marriages, he managed to collect government grants given to married couples
in order to encourage men to marry war widows, whose numbers were increasing
during the protracted war. He divorced each after obtaining their money, leaving
behind him both legitimate and illegitimate children. In contrast to Zaki, who
rescues his Shi‘a neighbors by faking marriage to Samia’s daughter-in-law,
Shlomo / Jalil represents the corruption of power.

True to its universalist vision, Aida does not idealize
any community. Apart from Shlomo’s opportunism,
the protagonist Zaki is hardly a heroic idealist figure
in the sense of resisting the regime. His patriotic TV
program Landscapes and Sites offers homage to a
country that witnessed many massacres, and his noble
act of saving his Shi‘a neighbor is meaningful, but also
forms part of a longer neighborly history of
mutual sacrifice. Samia’s father protected Zaki’s
family during the farhoud. The novel portrays the
complexity of the diverse communities. The
Shi‘a Siham, Samia’s daughter-in-law, does not hide
her perception of “the Jew” as polluted (nijes), while the Sunni agent of the
genocidal regime, the high-ranking mukhabarat officer, Nizar, saves the life of the
Jewish protagonist. Such complexities also apply to the war zone between Israel
and its neighbors. In a subplot, Michael is careful to portray Iraq and Israel, at
the time of the Iran-Iraq War and the Allies’ Gulf War, as places of familial and
cultural continuities. The dislocation of Shlomo’s family to Israel is represented in
the novel as a matter neither of love for Zion nor of persecution by the Iraqi
regime, but merely the consequence of a shaky domestic situation where Israel
becomes an alternative for Shlomo’s wife escaping an irresponsible husband. Yet,
in an ironic twist of history, the children of Jalil / Shlomo in Israel have kinship
relations with the widows of the Iran-Iraq War. As in Ballas’s Outcast, and
in Rejwan’s memoir, Michael’s draws a map of biological and emotional continuity
of a kind that does not usually register in portrayals of either Israel or Iraq. Zaki’s
family experiences the wars within different zones, even enemy geographies.
While Zaki remains in Baghdad, his sister lives in Oxford, and his mother lives in
Israel, at a time of careening bombs, when the British and Americans are
dropping smart bombs on Iraq, and Iraq is sending scuds to Israel. Thus Zaki, in
Iraq, while coping with a harsh reality of war, is also concerned about his
mother and blood relatives in Israel. In this way, the novel highlights the
ironic absurdities inherent in the simplistic notions of “Arab-versus-Jew” and of
“enemy countries,” reminding the readers of the dense familial and human
connections across borders. Most importantly, the text carries the Hebrew reader
into the Iraqi reality-on-the-ground, which during the ’91 Gulf War was largely
televised through the aerial point of view of the smart bombs.

The Sunni-Iraqis in the novel, meanwhile, are largely represented through the
characters of Maher and Nizar, both of whom are friends of the protagonist, Zaki.
But while Nizar has a high position in the mukhabarat, Maher resists affiliation
with the regime. Throughout the eight years of the Iran-Iraq War, and despite
state pressure to abandon Shi‘a wives, he refuses to divorce his wife. He tells Zaki
that he would not have replaced his Shi‘a wife with any other family, and certainly
not after all the tragedy and killing that they had to face. “The last Jew” of Iraq
thus becomes inadvertently embroiled in the ongoing Sunni-Shi‘a conflict. When
Nizar visits Zaki’s house, the protagonist feels compelled to warn his neighbor /
friend Samia of this visit, in order to protect her.
The novel contrasts the happy party atmosphere in Zaki’s house during Nizar’s
visit with the deep sorrow and mourning in the neighboring house of Samia. Here,
the novel links the histories of fear and disappearances; the Jews first
disappeared from Iraq’s landscape and now, the Shi‘a are in hiding, deported, and
“being disappeared.” The Jewish Zaki, meanwhile, can befriend a prominent
Sunni mukhabarat person Nizar who insists to Zaki that the Shi‘a “will not rest
until the entire Arab world begins to speak Persian.”[xlv] A sense of irony reigns
when “the last Jew of Iraq”—a kind of a last of the Mohicans—becomes an
unofficial mediator between the Sunni and the Shi‘a. The end of the Iran-Iraq War
does not bring relief to the vulnerable Shi‘as. The authorities burn Samia’s house,
leading to the deaths of Samia and her family. Zaki’s adjacent house is also
destroyed in the process, obliterating a history of neighborly respect and coexistence.
While the Iran-Iraq War haunts all characters in the novel, Aida largely takes
place during the sanctions era, beginning with the invasion of Kuwait, the Gulf
War, which resulted in the suppression of the Shi‘a and Kurdish rebellions. The
novel describes air raids on Baghdad by the United States and British during the
early days of the war, with moving descriptions of the consequences of the war
“on the ground,” where innocent civilians face hunger, power cuts, intense cold,
and the stench of rotting meat in the refrigerator. The novel also inventories the
effects of sanctions and the inability to secure needed medicines.
The Sunni Nizar becomes ill and Zaki’s heart weakens and sickens as well. Zaki’s
revelation to Aida at the beginning of the novel that “in fact, all I want is to be the
last Jew in this place, which they say used to be paradise”[xlvi] does not
materialize. Zaki begins to realize that the true motherland is not just a piece of
earth but also the woman he loves, and as long as he loved the Jewish Nur, his

first love, who was buried in Iraq, he was inextricably bound to Iraq. But after
losing Nur, who was tortured in a desert prison and eventually died in
Zaki’s arms, he then shelters the Kurdish woman Aida, who was also tortured by
the regime yet somehow survived, and finds love with her. The various regimes’
utilization of rape as a weapon, evoked so vividly in Persepolis, is also depicted in
Aida, conveyed through the fright of the about-to-be-imprisoned Jewish
communist Nur, who, it is suggested, endured multiple rapes, as well as through
the present-day repetition of this terrorizing tactic toward the Kurdish Aida. Yet,
Nur symbolically returns to Zaki’s life via the Kurdish woman, allowing for Eros to
somewhat transcend Thanatos, and the possibility of returning to life. At the end
of the novel, Aida, the Kurd, and Zaki, the Jew, fly out of Iraq— though their
destination remains unknown—much as Qassem, the communist in Ballas’s
Outcast, ends up in exile, having found refuge in Czechoslovakia.[xlvii] In Aida,
the departure of “the last Jew” at the end of the novel is interwoven with his
flashbacks about his departing family members during the mass exodus of the
early 1950s. The present-day dislocations are viewed retroactively as anticipated
by past displacements.
The diverse wars—the partition of Palestine in the ’48 war, and the ’67 war, which
made the place of Jews impossible in Iraq; the Iran-Iraq War, which made Shi‘a
life in Iraq impossible; the ongoing war on the Kurds; along with the U.S. and
British war on Iraq—turned Iraq, for its people, into a hellish place from which
exile becomes the only possible salvation. Aida however does not end with a
separatist view of Iraq, but rather with an allegorical utopia of cross-ethnic and
cross-religious solidarity. Like Ballas’s Outcast, Michael’s Aida concludes with
the expression of a longing to transcend ethnic religious conflict
through humanist universalism. In these novels, both Ballas and Michael, who left
Iraq during the mass Jewish exodus of 1950–1951, are not writing about an Iraq
of autobiographical memory but rather about the could-have-beens of history, i.e.,
what might have happened had they stayed in Iraq. In this sense, the authors
convey allegories of belonging, where writing about an Iraq of a time in which
they never lived becomes a way of expressing a desire to belong to the place they
were forced to leave.
The title of Aida also refers to Verdi’s opera, which revolves around
the kidnapping of an Ethiopian princess by the ancient Egyptians, an allusion
made by the Jewish protagonist in relation to the Kurdish refugee who found
shelter in his house. The theme of kidnapping that runs through these texts comes

to allegorize the kidnapping of a country in its entirety. For the exilic writer, the
depiction of the regime robbing people of their lives forms a mode of solidarity
with the unattainable homeland.[xlviii] And in their relative safe haven, these
authors produce a literature that conveys their own sense of having been
kidnapped from Iraq.
In one of many paradoxical and anomalous situations, both authors who were nonZionist communists nonetheless ended up in Israel. Yet, through narratives that
do not revolve around Iraqis in Israel, or around the Iraq of the 1930s or 1940s,
but rather around post–Jewish-exodus Iraq, this exilic literature creates a
narrative space through which they come to belong—almost prosthetically, as it
were—to an Iraq that was no longer accessible to them. The novels allow for an
imaginary affiliation with the revolutionary and anti-dictatorial forces of
contemporary Iraq. They vicariously join the anti-totalitarian efforts to
overthrow the dictatorial regimes as though continuing their youthful communist
thawra (revolution) of their time directed against monarchy, but transposed in the
novels into solidarity with the revolutionary opponents of the dictatorship of
Saddam’s Ba‘ath party. Setting Outcast during the Iran-Iraq War and setting Aida
between the 1991 and 2003 Gulf wars, Ballas and Michael demonstrate clear
empathy for the Iraqi people suffering not only from the atrocities committed by
the Saddam Hussein regime but also from the Allied war against Iraq. At the same
time, both the Iran-Iraq War and later the two Gulf wars come to provide sites
whereby the authors can allegorically continue to exist as Iraqis even if in
absentia. In sum, these novels and memoirs, all written under the sign and impact
of war, orchestrate multiple religious and ethnic voices as a way out of ethnic and
religious monologism, as well as out of nationalist xenophobia.
Between Elegy and Eulogy
Through novels set in Iraq, Iraqi-Israeli authors are staking a claim in the debate
over the Middle East, and not simply as Israelis. It is as if they were refusing the
notion that their departure from Iraq and their move to Israel disqualifies them as
legitimate participants in the Iraqi debates about freedom and democracy. From
the Iraqi nationalist standpoint, the Jews who left Iraq, even those who did not
want to depart, were seen as traitors, and therefore no longer possessing any
right or presumably any stake in Iraq. This implicit desire to intervene in
Iraq’s debates, even after the massive departure of the Jews, is therefore a mode
of reclaiming Iraqi-ness for Arab Jews in exile. The work of Iraqi Israeli writers is
thus partially motivated by a desire to assuage a double feeling of rejection; first,

from the very place from which they have been physically dislocated—Iraq, and
second, from the place to which they were virtually forced to go—Israel. In Iraq,
their departure meant a disappearance from Iraqi political affairs and debates,
and while in Israel, any pronouncement on Iraq was subject to an alignment with
the Israeli “structure of feeling” to an enemy country. Novels such as Aida and
Outcast offer an imaginary space for inserting the departed Iraqi Jews back into
Iraqi history. They “re-enter” Iraqi geography at a time when Iraq has been
rendered unavailable. During the horrifying Iran-Iraq War, their respective novels
enact an imaginary return to Baghdad during a tumultuous time of war that
scarcely scanned in dominant Israel, unless as a case of two enemy countries
(Iran and Iraq) fighting each other in a not entirely unwelcome fratricide, or in
the context of the Iran-Contra affair. Indeed, in Outcast, Ballas offers a critique
of the Israeli stance toward the Iran-Iraq War, voiced through his Jewish-turnedMuslim protagonist: “A war of Muslims against Muslims, Sunnis against Shi‘ites,
could Israel have hoped for anything better?”[xlix] For the Hebrew reader, these
words produce an “alienation effect,” defamiliarizing Israel through Jewish
Muslim eyes.
The paradoxes and contradictions of Iraqi, Iranian, and generally Middle Eastern
Jews in Israel are inadvertently captured in an American film set during the IranIraq War, but which does not concern Israel and Iranian Jews. The 1991 film Not
Without My Daughter, adapted from Betty Mahmoody’s memoir, revolves around
the experience of an American woman married to an Iranian, who, in 1984,
travels with his wife and daughter to visit his family in Tehran, a holiday that
turns into a virtual captivity. The memoir/film is set against the backdrop of the
Iran-Iraq War, but Brian Gilbert’s film was released during the buildup to the
1991 Gulf War. As Iraqi missiles are falling over Tehran, the mother desperately
looks for ways to flee. Finally, she escapes with the assistance of Iranians opposed
to the regime, and later with Kurdish smugglers who help her cross the border to
Turkey where, in the final scene, Betty and her daughter happily walk to the
American embassy and to freedom. While the film does not address the question
of Israel, it indirectly embeds the history of dislocation of Jews from Arab
and Muslim countries to Israel. Shot in Turkey and in Israel, which stand in for
Iran, the film was made with the help of Golan-Globus Studios in Israel. Many of
the Iranian and Kurdish characters are actually played by Israeli actors and
actresses. This casting practice in fact has a long Hollywood history for its
numerous films set in the Arab and Muslim world, for example, Rambo III (1988)

and True Lies (1994). In Not Without my Daughter, the cast includes: Sasson
Gabay as Hamid; Yacov Banai as Aga Hakim; Gili Ben-Ozilio as Fereshte; Racheli
Chaimian as Zoreh; Yosef Shiloach as Mohsen’s companion; and Daphna Armoni
as the Quran teacher. Along with the roles of Iranians, the Israeli actors also play
the roles of Kurds, speaking in all these roles in a heavy English accent with a
Hebrew accent occasionally heard “through” the English-speaking Iranian or
Kurdish characters. In one sequence, one of the Kurdish smugglers actually uses
a Hebrew phrase, “tov, yallah” (meaning ok, let’s go)—the last word is Hebrew
slang borrowed from the Arabic “yallah.” Here, Hebrew, including in its syncretic
absorption of colloquial Arabic, stands in for Kurdish.
It would be misleading, however, to discuss the actors as simply “Israelis,” since
many were selected precisely for their “Middle Eastern physiognomies,” and
indeed many of them come from Arab and Muslim countries. Sasson Gabay, of
Iraqi origin, speaks heavily accented English, which stands in for Farsi and is
inflected by an Iraqi-Arabic musicality. Meanwhile, Yosef Shiloach, an actor of
Kurdish Iraqi origins, plays a Kurdish smuggler, and ironically is well-known for
his impeccable imitation of the Farsi accent in Hebrew, performed in the ethnicbased bourekas film genre. In other words, while Not Without My Daughter does
not directly concern Israel, a Middle Eastern Jewish presence is submerged and
inferential, a result of Hollywood’s production practices with regard to the Middle
East as linked to Israeli cinema’s ethnic politics of casting.[l] While seemingly
irrelevant to the Iran-Iraq War, Middle Eastern Jews are present in Not Without
My Daughter through their physical presence via casting, thus implicitly invoking
the previous wars and violent events that forced the dislocation of the Jews of Iraq
and later of Iran, especially after the 1979 revolution. In this sense the dislocation
of Middle Eastern Jews is allegorized in films that do not explicitly thematize the
question of Arab Jews/Middle Eastern Jews.
The subject of the Iran-Iraq War has become a trigger for remembering lost
homelands. Literary and cinematic representations, in this sense, involve an act of
imaginary return to the places that shaped the authors’ childhood landscape, a
landscape to which he or she can no longer return. Even when actual return does
occur, as in Sinan Antoon’s film, About Baghdad, which focuses on an Iraqi
novelist returning home in 2003 to witness the effects of war, sanctions, and
occupation, return is far from an act of gratifying repetition. Having left a
Baghdad that was still under the regime of Saddam Hussein, and having lived

through the years of the Iran-Iraq War, Sinan returns from the United States to a
post-2003 Iraq, registering the multiple transformations in his devastated city. In
one scene, Sinan visits the memorial site for the Iraqi soldiers built by Saddam
Hussein’s regime for the martyrs of the Iran-Iraq War. The names of numerous
shahids (the martyrs) are inscribed on the walls in Arabic; but now the walls also
display, in English, an American military parking sign, in complete disregard for
the significance of the memorial. The oblivious U.S. soldiers have little in the way
of a good explanation for the Iraqi American returnee, who is visibly upset by
the sacrilege of this military action. In this way, the Iran-Iraq War memo-rial, a
reminder of the many young Iraqis killed in a senseless war, is now an occupied
American site that in itself becomes a reminder of the many afflictions Iraqis have
had to endure after the Iran-Iraq War, i.e., the Gulf War, sanctions, the 2003
war—all of which resulted in countless killed, maimed, and wounded as well as
the death of the elderly, babies, and the sick due to malnutrition, lack of
medicine, and environmental disasters. Such superimposed devastations have
continued to haunt Iraqi people long after the Iran-Iraq War. In About Baghdad,
the post-2003 encounter with the Iran-Iraq War memorial site triggers
the memory of a fresh war whose reality “on the ground” is documented in every
scene.
Official monuments for a
past
war—IranIraq—sometimes
themselves become the
casualties of another
war—the 2003 Gulf War.
But more than a memory
of the people killed, of
millions of casualties
and billions of dollars in
damages,
the
monuments make sense
only
within
a
governmental
grammar of demonization of “us and them,” “the Persian enemy,” or “the Arab
enemy.” When, as in the case of Iraq, the regime itself disappears, the war
monument remains as a concrete token of grandiose desires and the senseless

sacrifice of Iraqis of all backgrounds. In the case of Iran, the regime continues to
commemorate victims as part of a celebration of national strength. Past
steadfastness comes to allegorize contemporary resilience. Recently,
commemorations in Iran under the Rouhani presidency have unveiled a new
monument, one specifically dedicated to the Jewish soldiers killed in the Iran-Iraq
War. The monument has the engraved Hebrew calligraphy “Shalom le’Olam”
(“peace forever”) along with the design of a menorah.[li] Iranian news agencies
IRNA and Tasnim published photographs of the ceremony, which included Jewish
community leaders and a number of Iranian religious officials, displaying banners
showing the images of the fallen soldiers, hailed as shahids in both Farsi and
Hebrew inscriptions. The monument reflects President Hassan Rouhani’s
moderate stance, expressed in the words of the vice-speaker of the Iranian
parliament, Mohammad Hassan Aboutorabi-Fard, who praised the Jewish
community and its support for the Islamic Republic, emphasizing “their obedience
to the Supreme Leader of the Revolution,” which demonstrates “the
bonds originating from the teachings of the divine religions.” AboutorabiFard also used the occasion to denounce the “violent and inhumane” behavior of
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.[lii] The Times of Israel, meanwhile,
accused Iran of sheer manipulation, arguing that the “Jewish war monument is
yet more shameful propaganda from the Iranian regime.”[liii] Following the
departure of about 100,000–150,000 Jews from Iran since 1979, about
20,000–25,000 Jews remain in the country. At the same time, the leader of the
Tehran Jewish Association, Homayoun Samiah, saw the event and generally the
current regime’s willingness to listen to the community’s grievance as an
improvement over the attitude of the former President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
The ceremony for the Jewish dead of the Iran-Iraq War, while acknowledging
Iranian Jews, also indirectly highlighted the vacuum left in the wake of the many
who departed. As the recent monument reveals, the Iran-Iraq War has come to
allegorize the contemporary battles about the place of religious minorities within
the Muslim world, on the one hand, and about the place of a Jewish state in the
Middle East, on the other. For the Iraqi and Iranian Jews, the desire to return
remains largely a fantastic tale articulated within textual spaces. While for
Roya Hakakian, Sami Michael, Shimon Ballas, and Nissim Rejwan return
is impossible, even for the younger generation of Iraqis and Iranians, if
not impossible, return is nonetheless nightmarish, especially when the landscape
of one’s city has been totally transformed in one’s absence. The fact that many

Iraqis of very diverse backgrounds have left the country over the past few
decades seems to echo the departure of earlier generations of minorities and of
the regime’s opponents; or perhaps they did so simply because the Mesopotamia
Paradise has become a hellish un-ending war zone. The departure of Iraqi Jews in
the late 1940s and 1950s became a harbinger for later departures. For many of
the Iranian Jews displaced in the wake of the 1979 Islamicist revolution, that
departure took place within a context of multiple Iranian dislocations that cover
the wide spectrum of the ethnic, religious ad ideological spectrum. Tropes
of return can be seen as symbolic and vicarious imaginings of the return of many
previous generations of Iraqis and Iranians forced into exile. Such imaginary
returns compose an elegy for a lost homeland, combined with a eulogy of its
culture, but with a deep investment in writing as a site to articulate the utopianist
desire for political transformation.
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Why Trump’s Racist And NeoFascist
Campaign
Strategy
Resonates In 21st Century
America

CJ
Polychroniou
With the November election just around the corner, Donald Trump is raising the
level of his racist and fascist rhetoric to new heights, fully aware that his hate
speech and authoritarian overtures resonate with a large segment of white
Americans in 21st century who, as surreal and obscene as this may sound, would
have preferred that time stood still, stuck either in the era of the plantation
system or at least at a time when whites in this country felt so superior to
minorities that they could discriminate and oppress the “Other” without fear of
getting into trouble with the law, let alone become witness to public outcries over
police brutality, systemic racism, and demands for gender and racial equality.
Indeed, it is the awareness of the existence of a very large segment of white
Americans in 21 st century who wish to roll back the clock on account of their
growing insecurities and fears about the[ir] future that prompts Trump to sound
ever more racist and project ever more the image of a strong man as time moves
closer to election time. In doing so, his hope is that even moderate white voters
might be stirred into feeling the need to join in on what he obviously hopes they
may come to recognize and appreciate, just like his traditional base of white
supremacists does, as an urgent “patriotic” campaign on the part of the “Great
White Leader” to save [white] America’s soul. As for his rich supporters, he
doesn’t care one way or another about the impact of his rhetoric on them because

he knows they will continue supporting him as long as he maintains a
steadfast course of lavishing them with gifts, such as huge tax cuts, deregulation
policies, etc.
Trump’s attempt to outdo himself was most evident at his Minnesota rally a few
days ago– perhaps the most extreme example so far of how far the “Great White
Leader” is ready and willing to go in order to spread fear and promote hate as
tactical means of securing another electoral victory in a country sharply divided
into different political tribes.
And make no mistake about it: reliance on fear, hate, and violence have
always been the political tools of fascists of all stripes.
Trump declared to Minnesotans that Biden would turn their state into a “refugee
camp.” He warned them of “sleepy Joe Biden’s extreme plan to flood” Minnesota
with refugees from Somalia, while denigrating at the same time the election of
Rep. Ilhan Omar, who came to the United States as a child refugee from Somalia,
calling her an “extremist”. To this insidious racist rhetoric, his fanatical base from
below responded by screaming “send her back.”
Trump’s racist rhetoric hit a crescendo when he let his crowd know that they
are supporting him because of their “good genes.”And to further upgrade his neofascist profile with his adoring crowd, he said it was “a beautiful thing” when
journalist Ali Velshi got struck by a rubber bullet while covering a peaceful
protest.
All in all, Trump’s performance at the Minnesota rally on September 18 was an
act stolen from the electoral campaign of Hitler and his Nazi party. The only thing
he fell short from saying was that anyone who did not support him should be
deprived of civic rights and sent to prison or concentration camps.
No rational human being can fail to see that Trump is a racist with strong
fascist impulses, but even critics of Trump fail to see or properly acknowledge
that the “Great White Leader” employs the rhetoric of racism and fascism
because there is a huge market for it in 21 st century America!
As such, it is a big mistake to think that what the United States is experiencing in
the age of Trump is an “aberration.” Trump’s rise to power is the culmination of
the long history of racism, violence, and extreme nationalism in US society. To

argue otherwise would compel one to see the Cold War and the establishment of a
war economy in the aftermath of the Second World War also as “aberrations” in
the historical evolution of the US political culture; or the phenomenon of
McCarthyism from the late 1940s to the mid-1950s; or the genocidal campaign
against the Vietnamese people; or the assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr.,
and of Malcolm in the 1960s.
Unfortunately, these episodes were no more “aberrations” in the evolution of US
political culture than is the US love affair with guns. Although the military
strategy changed, scores of massively destructive wars followed the Vietnam
debacle, and systemic racism (the assumption of white superiority on both
individual and institutional levels) continued to operate all over society, with the
law enforcement community and the judicial system acting often enough as
keepers of racial hierarchy.
The recent blows dealt to an already highly flawed system of democratic
governance (the US is the only democracy in the world where the principle of the
one person-one vote rule does not count, and where money is usually the
determinant factor in the outcome of elections) by the various institutions of the
US political system, including the Supreme Court (think of Citizens United v.
Federal Election Commission and Shelby County v. Holder) ) and the resurgence
of voter suppression are also not “aberrations” in the evolution of the US political
culture.
And lest we forget, Donald Trump’s “law and order” politics dates all the way
back to slavery and Jim Crow, and virtually every postwar Republican president
before Trump harped on “law and order” in campaign speeches.
Of course, that’s one face of the United States – i.e., a country with a deep
and profound racist and violent culture, one that, incidentally, has been at war
225 out of 243 years since 1776.
The other face of the United States is one of constant struggle among decent
and courageous people aiming to move the country in the direction of peace and
justice.
Undoubtedly, the history of the United States is at one and the same time of
social struggles, resistance, and resiliency. From the Stono Rebellion of 1739 to
Shays’ Rebellion in1786, and from the May 1, 1886 industrial workers’ strike to

the Black Lives Movement of today, US political history is filled with chapters of
heroic and noble struggles against the kind of social order envisaged by Trump
and his supporters.
Virtually at every juncture in the evolution of a racist and oppressive system,
down to this day, there were brave souls standing up to it and challenging it — a
Frederick August Washington Douglas (aka Frederick Douglass), a Harriett
Tubman, a Paul Robeson, an Angela Davis, a Howard Zinn, and a Noam Chomsky,
along with millions of unknown activists.
But the critical question that remains to be answered is this: why do
political Neanderthals and other “nice people” (racists, sexists, homophobes, antiscience, religious fundamentalists and climate change denialists) abound in the
world’s richest and most powerful nation in the world, thereby allowing someone
with the political instincts of Donald Trump to destroy democracy and potentially
civilized life on planet earth with his anti-environmental and nuclear policies,
respectively?
Let’s be clear about this, and have no illusions to the contrary. Trump did not
create his fanatical base, especially in rural America. It was already there when
he stepped into the political spotlight. He merely exploited it, quite brilliantly, by
tapping into the psyche of its members, appealing to their subconscious emotions
(fear, hate, anger, frustration) and provincial mentality. In this context, he
succeeded in drawing political support from the sort of people that Trump himself
wouldn’t be caught dead being in their midst.
Indeed, few demagogues in the course of history can lay claim to such a
masterful political achievement.
The economic policies of neoliberalism of the past forty or so years, coupled with
the presence of a traditionally weak developmental state, lie at the heart of any
attempt to explain why political divisions in the US, which, incidentally, have been
present from the very origins of the early republic (think, for example, of the
ferocious conflict between Federalists and Anti-Federalists, or the animosity
between the political camps represented by Thomas Jefferson and John Adams,
respectively), have turned over the last twenty or so years into sharp political
polarization that is literally tearing the country apart. But it’s not enough to make
real sense of the ongoing political polarization.
As in pretty much the rest of the world, neoliberalism intensified existing

economic inequalities in the United States by creating tremendous gaps between
the haves and the have-nots through the destruction of the country’s industrial
base and the failure of wages to grow for average workers, while shifting wealth
at the same time not only from the poor to the rich but also from those who
produce new goods and services to those who control existing assets. In other
words, under neoliberalism and the ensuing financialization of the economy, the
balance of power in the ever present, sometimes overt, sometimes covert class
struggle of a capitalist economy shifted overwhelmingly toward the side of
financial capital. Labor and productive capital ended up both on the losing side.
Growing economic inequalities, job insecurity, and declining standards of living
led in due time to growing levels of frustration and discontent among America’s
white working-class. In their minds, the American dream was becoming a thing of
the past, especially as manufacturing jobs were going overseas in pursuit of
cheap labor. The elites, as far as they were concerned, had taken over the
government and the economy, a view which seems to have gained much currency
following the bailouts of banks and Wall Street in the aftermath of the financial
crisis of 2007-08, while millions of homeowners lost their homes.
In a very perverted sense, the elite theory of US democracy, which used to be at
the heart of the radical interpretation of the way the domestic political system
functions from the moment that C. Wright Mills had conceived it, seems to have
captured the imagination of many average citizens in recent times, absent of
course the intellectual nuisances regarding the workings of a capitalist economy
and the complex relationship between economics and politics. To be sure, the
formation of a view of elite dominance in contemporary US society and economy
was materialized primarily, if not exclusively, through conspiratorial thinking.
Rural communities, always lagging behind urban communities, and with social
and cultural settings still not very different from those that Alexis Tocqueville had
witnessed during his visit to the United States in 1832 (he was struck by the
absence of science and the country’s intense religiosity, along with the presence
of a deeply rooted culture of individualism), grew especially disdain of “big
government.” academic elites, science and media alike, and far more prone
therefore to embrace the extremist rhetoric of someone like Donald Trump.
Of course, rural America was always conservative, but the shift towards the GOP
has intensified over the past decade not merely because of political and economic

reasons, but, perhaps more important, because of cultural reasons. It is true that
the economic agenda of the Democratic party is seen by most rural Americans,
who are primarily home owners and self-employed, as being against their
interests. They hate “big government” because they associate it with corruption
and high taxes used to fund a welfare state which they think is there in order to
give out handouts to lazy and unworthy people, mostly blacks and immigrants.
But, aided by the deliberative and systematic attempts of conservative media to
spread views intent on serving a highly reactionary political agenda (“patriotism”,
“god”, and “guns”), rural America has also turning increasingly Red because of its
aversion to what it perceives to be the cosmopolitan, multicultural, and even antiAmerican leanings of the liberal establishment, and of course because of fear that
liberals will take away from decent folks their “sacred right” to have access to
guns.
The anti-immigrant and an-elite sentiments expressed by Trump in his 2016
electoral campaign were crucial to his winning the rural vote, but there is plenty
of evidence (see Identity Crisis by John Sides, Michael Tesler, and Lynn Vavreck)
to indicate that the anti-immigrant sentiment was the more critical factor, which
is why the “Great White Leader” is doubling down on the anti-immigrant rhetoric
in his re-election campaign.
In a nutshell, the political divides between rural and urban America are much
more deeply cultural than they are economic. And this cultural divide isn’t only
being masterfully exploited by Donald Trump through his racist and fascist
rhetoric, but is highly unlikely to close in the near future. In fact, the more the
rest of the country changes, the more likely it is that white conservative voters
will keep digging deeper into the power of nostalgia, reminiscent of the time
when America was still great because white superiority was in their view
unchallenged and everybody else knew their station in life.
Moreover, given the fact that the electoral system favors disproportionally the
rural vote, however sparsely populated the urban regions may be, the future of
the GOP may very well lie with the continuation of political extremism
masterminded by the “Great White Leader” himself. In fact, we may very well get
a taste of the permanent damage caused by Trump’s rise to power, even if he
loses the November election, in the event that the next Supreme Court Justice is
nominated before the election.
Either way, the struggle to eradicate systemic racism, overcome gross

inequalities, and change the course of the country towards the direction of peace,
social justice and a sustainable future has a long way to go in 21st century
America. At least half of the country is clearly moving forward, while a good
chunk of it wants to return to a “golden era” of white supremacy and outdated
social values and cultural norms, perceptions and sentiments which provide
ample ground for the flourishing of ideas that feed the racist and neo-fascist beast
associated with the politics of Donald Trump.
In this context, the major task for progressives, regardless of whether it is Trump
or Biden in the White House in 2021, is to search for creative ways that will alter
public consciousness in the United States about the devastating effects of a
political culture engulfed in the flames of racial strife, violence, militarism, and
climate change denialism. The mission is as much cultural and educational as it is
political.

